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Seven per cent market increase forecast

Coal industry expects boom year
The word according to ...
I he American coal indu<:.try.
frc..,h from a record-breaking

produdion year. expects a 7 per
cent incrca,c in its market in
J()7t, a, a forerunner of gr<:atly
expanded long-term use of the
fucl.arcording to Carl E. Bagge.
pr<.' \idcnt of 1hc National Coal

A\\C)(;iation.
If the nation is o:..criou<:. about

or

gaining a greater mca,urc
cm.·rgy independence. its main
rccour-,c in 197t, must be to coal.
Bagge <:,aid in a year-end state•
mc nt examining the coal industry'<:. 1976 prospects.
' 'The
energy contained in U. S. coal
n..·,ourcc\ i<:, ncarl\" three times
that of Middle EaSt oil--it is. in
fact. far more than the energy of
all the oil in the world."
"If our federal govcrnmcnl
will
makc--and
act upon··
a whole-hearted commitment to
fuller production and use of coal.
Amcri<.:a·., energy future will
again be secure, "he said. ' "This
involves increased appropriations
for research into coal production
technology, coal-based synthetic
fuels, and government guarantees to encourage development of
commercial plants using the
processes thm, discovered.
"But more fundamentally, it
calls for resolute action to see
that our nation's economy shifts
from oil and gas to coal and that
coal again becomes the nation's
basic industrial feed.
"While it is gratifying that
coal consumption is expected. by
NCA studies, to rise to 669
million tons in 1976, that should
be only a beginning of an
accelerated masssive return to
coal, "'Bagge continued.

I,

Welder dies
inVelva mine
North Dakota·s first coal mine
fatalitv in six years occurred Jan.
4 at Con.,nlidation Coal Company'.-.. Vcl\'a Mine. a strip pit.
Dl'nnis Walsh, 22. of Garrison
died of head injuries when he
\\a, caught between two pieces
of machincr.v just after 2 a . m.
th;.ll morning.
Walsh was a
\H'ld<.'r.

Officials of the U.S. Depart·
mcnt ol the Interior·., Mine
Enforcement Safety Admini\tra.
tinn and the United Mine Worker-, of America i11vestigated the
fa1alit\, Their reports have not
been iv..ucd.
Jhc la<,t fatal accident in a
t'iorth Dakota coal mine occurred
Jan. 2. 1970. in the BaukolNoonan Coal Company·s strip
mine at Noonan.
Figures from MESA indicate
that approximately
the same
number of miners were killed in
\!rip mines as in deep mines
during 1975. This is in constrast
to past records which indicate
that deep mine fatalities exceed·
cd strip mine fatalities by a
ratio of two to one.
Supporters of massive strip
mining in the west argue that it
j., much safer than deep mining
Appalachian coal.
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' 'The bituminous coal industn·
mined 6.18 million tons in 1975
for
an
all,time
production
record." he said.
"We take
modest pridc in that accomplishment.
But it is a national
di.,gracc that the ret:ord we broke
la,1 year was 28 years old--and
that in those 28 vear:i.. coars
sharc of the nation.ii energy use
shrank from 47 to 18 per cent.
Although thi., figure showed a
minor improvement in 1975, 1t
cont,nues to reflect the persistent. prepo.,tcrou\ and irrational
mi\USC\ of scarce and expen\lve
oil and gas in industrial and
utility applications which coal
could do better and cheaper.

... The National
Coo I Association
··When the federal government acts resolutely. as 1 hope it
finally will in 1976. to encourage
and no longer discourage electric
utilities and industry to convert
their plants to coal, by expediting
environmental clearances and
ending bureaucratic shilly-shallying. coal can contribute to
energy conservation by freeing
oil and gas for specialized uses,··
Bagge said.
· 'Congress must provide a
basis for this policy by enacting
reasonable ammendments to the
Clean Air Act to allow use of coal
as coal where human health is
not endangered.
I hope that
Congress will in 1976 pass
sensible revisions to the National
Environmental Policy Act, which
has become a cudgel by which
no-growth advocated have succcssfullv beaten down all at•
tempti ·10 produce and consume
energy.·· , he said. "I also hope

Congress "'ill not enact the
punitive and restrict strip mine
bill which the President vetoed
la\t year--a nation hungr~· for
energy cannot accept such a
handicap.
"On a comparative cO\t ba~is,
c(laJ is increa!otingly the fuel of
choice of many electric utilities. ••
Bagge said. · "Dollar-conscious
utilities arc u\ing existing coalfired plant<, to the limit in
prcferencc to other u riitS.''
he said. "but thio; is onlv the
beginning. Electric utiliti~s in·
creased their coal comumption
last year 3.8 per ccnt, to 405
million tons. This vear the\-· are
expected to burn · 450 m'illion
tons, a 7.4 per cent increase. and
account for 72.S per cent of all
coal consumed in the United
States.
.. A whole new generation of
power plants is being built to
burn coal in regions where oil
and gas were once supreme."
Bagge said. ''Coal-fired plants
are also now being required to
assume even extra loads when
piants
employing
nuclear
power-·coal's chief competition
in
the
generation
of
electricity--are unable to begin
operation on schedule. arc deferred for financial or environmental
reasons or are shut down or
curtailed by the government
HThere arc obviously some realistic business reasons behind the
utilities· forecasts of increase
coal consumption. "he continued.
continued.
''In addition, general economic
recovery will mean increasing
consumption of coal by manufacturing plants and by the U. S.
steel industry.
We expect 90

million tons of coal to be used for
coke purposes in the U. S. this
)'Car. an increase of 8.4 per cent
from 1975. Thi., is hac.cd upon a
projected upswing in domc\tic
sl<.'cl production occurring in the
second quarter of 1970. Other
industries will use o8 million tons
of coal, a 6.3 per cent increase
·'The export market for L. S.
coal. "'hich yields approximate!)
SJ billion a year in foreign
exchange. ic. expected, by NCA
\tudies, to continue strong in
1976. ·• Bagge \aid. ''Exports to
overseas consumers. principally
steel mills. will total SI million
ton\ this year. an increase of 4. 1
per cent, and coal shipments to
Canada will reach 18 million
tons. a 12.S per cent iru.:reasc."
Coal production in 1970 will be
664 million tons. a 4.1 per cent
im.:rcasc from year. Bagge pre•
dieted. '"This rate of Increase is
not enough to achieve the Project
Independence goal of 1.2 billion
tons annually by 1985, ·• Bagge
said.
"To accomplish thi\.
environmental constraints on
both prodm:tion and use of coal
must be changed, federal coal
leasing must be resumed and the
abuse of the judicial process by
special interest groups must be
circumscribed.
"This can be the year of coal
and a return to rational energy
use and conservation," he said.
··Jf demand for coal doubles, the
U. S. coal industry has pledged
to double production by 1985. It
can do this only with the affirm·
ative
assistance
of
the
Congrcs\, ·• Bagge said. "Without Congressional help, the gap
between con\umption and production can only be, met by coal
imports--the ultimate absurdity

for the
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Mandan to become major train inspection point

Mandan will become the
prinicpal inspection point for
unit trains hauling coal from
Montana and Wyoming to midwestern customers with the completion of an inspection track in
the Burlington Northern yards
here.
That news comes from John
Willard. the BN's public relations vice president for the
railroad's Billing~ region.
Willard said the wrap around
type inc.,pcction track, to be
completed in I976. will cost

SMS.000. The 123 car capacity
track will be built alon~ the south
edge of the Burlington Northern
yards .
The facility involves
laying 6,870 feet--or 1.3 miles-· of
track in the yards.

BN

According to Willard. the unit
plans
trains will be inspected on their
westbound. or return run to the
yard expansion
coal mines of Montana and
Wyoming. Any faulty equipment
The inspection track is one of will be pulled from the cars in
two major improvements sched- Mandan before the trains arc
uled for completion during 1976. sent west for reloading.
Willard said the inspection
The other i!. a one million gallon
storage tank for diesel tuel. That track is being constructed partly
facility. whi<.:h will measure 48 in anticipation of substantially
fcl'I h·i gh and 60 feet in diameter, incrc;l\l'd coal traffic on the
will be located just cast of the Burlington Northern which is
now the nation·s SC\.'enth largest
round hou\c.
Unit trains. like thO\C to be coal hauling railroad. He adds.
inspected at Mandan , carry a however. that current coal traffic
specific commodity from one juo;tific., the facility. ··we·11 be
point to a destination . The trains using that track as soon as it"s
arc more efficient economically built." he said.
because they don't require any
The BN executive said he
makeup or switching in route.
could not predict how many coal

Railroad continues search for oil
A search for oil and gas on
lands belonging to the Burlington
Northern Railroad in five northwestern states has been extended for a fourth year.
Coastal States Gas Corporation
of Houston, Texas. is exploring
for oil and gas on 4.3 million
acres of railroad owned lands in
North Dakota, Montana. Wyom·
ing. Oregon. and Washington.
Eighty· percent of the lands arc in
Montana.

States and its partner, Al-Aquitaine Exploration. Ltd., a subsidiary of Aquitaine Company of
Canada.
The agreement between BN
and Coastal States provides for

four more year-long extensions.
The companies spent S23 million
exploring for oil and gas in the
past three years and Coastal
states is committed to a SJ
million spending program for
1976.

Otter Toil plans construction
Otter Tail Power Company has

The utility company president

earmarked $18.4 million for
construction activities during
1976. Of that total--which compa-

said $2.4 million would be used to
build a 25 megawatt peaking
plant using gas burning turbines

ny president Albert V. Hartl said

to produce electricity. That

was below those of previous
years--$3.2 million will be used at
the Coyote Number I eleetrical
generating plant near Beulah.
The North Dakota Water Conservation Commission has not
1 he original three year ex- yet issued a water use permit~for
ploration l'Ontrau \aw 15 oil and that facility. Otter Tail is one of
ga, ,,clJ... comp1<:1ed . A tmal of four companies involved there.
!OJ \\l'rc drilled b,· C'oac.,tal

facility is to be built near
Jamestown, N. D.
According to Hartl, the company's 1976 expenditure levels
"represent only a short pause
in the general !rend toward
greatly increased expena1tures
for the ronstruction of new
generation, transmission and
di~tribution facilities .··

Burlington Northern will retain
a one fourth interest in oil and
gas and will claim a royalty on
production.

trams would be passing through
the Mandan yards before the end
of the current decade. "That will
depend entirely on the increase
in demand for western coal and
the markets for the coal,·· he
said.
In Mav. JCJ75. Louis Menk. the
BN's chi~f executive officer, told
a congrc\\ional subcommittee
that the BN's coal hauling
volume will incrca\e from JS
million tom, in !974 to(}() million
tons in 1977 and ISO million tons
in 1CJ80. He- ga\.·C no indication
how much of that tonnage would
be mo\.·cd over the railroad"s
southern North Dakota route
through Mandan. however.
Currently, the BN moves about
JS coal trains a week through the
Mandan yards.
Location of the inspection track
in Mandan won't result in any
ncy;· jobs immediately, Willard
said. But he added that increased coal traffic on t he railroad will
mean added employment along
the BN tracks.
The improvements in the
Mandan yards represent more
than three fourths of the BN's
plant improvements scheduled

for

North

Dakota

in

1976.

Willard said the railroad expects
to spend SI million in the state.

Expenditures for a plant im·
provement program. the BN
expects to spend S4 million in
resource development in the
Northern Plains states during
J<Ph. T. C. Krv1cr. the BN's
vice pre ,ident for energy and
milH.'ral.,. <.,aid SJ million ha.,
been earmarked for exploration
f,,r oil and g~1, in the three
",l<lll''> .
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Alaska gas decision nears in Washington;
pipeline route could cross North Dakota
Riva l companies
.
diffe rent routes
•.
:",w,=-,~,
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The Federal Power Commission is preparing to decide which
of two alternate proposals for
transportation of natural gas
from Alaska's North Slope to the
lower 48 states should be licensed. The decision will profoundly affect North Dakota.

~

NORTHERN BORDER ALTERNATIVES

Line 1 · Mid Route
Line 2 - Southern Route
Line 3 • GrHt Circle Route
Line 4 - Northern Corridor
Line 5 - Red River Corridor
Line 6 - Missouri River North
- - Prime Route

Deadline for public comments
on the two plans is Friday, Jan.
l b.
After comments on the
environmental impact statements
on the plan arc reviewed. the
FPC will begin hearings on which
route should be authorized.

The choice is between an all
land route proposed by a consortium of 16

American

and

Canadian companies and a land
and sea route advocated by El
Paso Natural Gas Company. The
all land route could cross North
Dakota.
Two companies proposing to
build coal gasification facilities in
North Dakota are among those
suggesting the all land route.
Their product--a syn1hetic gas.
which is chemically indistinguishable from natural gas-could be fed into the pipe line as
ii crosses· this state.
The preferred route for the all
land route would run eastward
acros!> Ala<,ka. then southcast" ':ird through Canada·, McKcn1ic Ri\'Cr Vallev. In east central
Alberta. it wOuld divide. One
leg would run southwestward
cn1cring 1hc U.S. in northern
Idaho. The second leg would
proceed southeastward entering
the U.S. at Monchy. Sask .. near
Morgan. Montana. That would
enter North Dakota west of
Willi-..1on and run southeastward
acro!ois the state un1i l it crosses
in10 South Dakota near Vcnutria.
N. D.

Several ahcrnatives to the
preferred route have been suggc,1cd by the U. S. Department
of the Interior.
One of these
allt·rnativcs would enter North
D;1kota near Sherwood and leave
the state at its southeastern
corner. Another would enter the
stale near Williston and proceed
ca<,tward across the state without
a Mi">souri River crossing. Still
another wou ld enter the United
Stales near Emerson, Manitoba.
and run directly southward on
the Minnesota side of the Red
River--thus bypassing North Dako1a.

El Paso's plan is to construct a
pipe line across Alaska along the
route of the Trans Alaska Pipe
Linc which is now under construction and which will carry
crude oil from Prudhoe Bay on
the North Slope to Valdez. At
the pipeline's southern terminus,
El Paso would compress the gas
and ,;;hip it toWest Coast ports in
cryogenic tankers.
It would
reach the central and midwestern
United States through existing
pipe lines--most of which now
carry Texa,;; and Okklahoma gas
wcs1ward. The flow of these
pipes would be re\"ersed.
The consortium's plan. which
is usually called The Northern
Border Pipe Linc. has received
considerable publicity in North
Dakota largely because it is
supported by Michigan Wis·
consin Pipe Linc Company and
Natural Gas Pipe Linc Company
of America which hope to build

gasification plants in the state's
west ri\"er country.
The proposed pipe line route fa\lorcd by
the consortium runs within a mile
of the planned Natural Gas plant
and wi1h 15 miles of the Michig.:m Wisconsin plant site.
Supporters of the plan argue
that 11 would avoid the dangers of
moving liquified gas through
rough seas off the Canadian
coas1 and that it would bring the
ga~ directly to the midwestern
United St.ttcs. where the need is

most severe.
But opponents of the plan--including environmental organizations--argue that it would do
irreversible environmental damage. Environmental groups are
most concerned about protecting
the Alaska National Wildlife
Range in northeastern Alaska.
North Dakota environmenta\ish. especially the Sierra Club,
have raised other objections to
the plan. howc\ler. It requires
two crossings of the Missouri

River, one about three miles
downstream from the mouth of
the Yellowstone and the second
al the mouth of the Cannonball
River. The first crossing would
disrupt a flood plain hard wood
forcst--one of the few remaining
in the Missouri River Valley in
thi\ slate. The second wou ld
bisect a natural prairie at the
mouth of the Cannonball. That
area is listed as a natu ral area
by the North Dakota Natural
Science Society.
The Sierra Club. in tcs1imony
prepared for a public hearing
before the FPC Jan. lb. argued
tha1 the route preferred by the
consortium would damage North
Dakota agriculture. as well. The
club's testimony pointed out that
the line would cross the Buford
Trenton Irrigation area southwest
of Williston, disrupting an elaborate--and long-standing--system
of canals and drains. The line
would also cross a 12 mile long
sand ridge in McKenzie County
from northwest to southeast, the
direction of the prevailing winds.
This could cause substantial
wind erosion.
An open ditch
across grazing lands would also
present a hardship to ranchers.
the Club maintained. because
callle could fall into it and it
would be difficult to cross.
The route of the ditch passes
between North and South Kill·
deer Mountains. which are important natural and scenic areas
which shelter large numbers of
w·ildlifc. the Club noted. East of
the Missouri River, the ditch
would disrupt wetlands which are
important habitat for waterfowl.
Further. the Club suggested. a
route through wesiern North
Dakota would not supply this
state's gas-short areas which are
in the Red River Valley.
Montana Dakota Utilities Com·
pany. which serves western
North Dakota and eastern Montana. has no shortage of gas and
uses domestic gas to serve its
customers.
Northern States
Power Company, which supplies
such cities as Fargo and Grand
Forks. depends on Canadian
sources for its gas and is facing a
shortage. A Red River Valley
route--which would avoid several
valuable natural areas and river
crossings--would better serve the

s1a1c·s natural gas needs.
The choice between the routes
docs not hin,Rc solely on environmental concerns: however.
Politics and economics arc also
considerations.
Backers of the El Paso line
argue that it is an .. all American .. route.
The Arctic Gas
proposal, of which the Northern
Border Pipe line is a part. must
cross a foreign country--Canadawhich has not been overly cooperative with the United States in
energy matters.
Native peoples in the McKen,ie Valley have opposed the
ArcticGa\ route because it crosses tribal lands. Several chiefs of
northern peoples have said they
won'I cede lands to the pipe line.
The Northern Border route will
be more expensive than the El
Paso plan. El Paso's proposal.
which involves less pipe line
construction, could also probably
get natural gas from Alaska to
the United Stales faster .
Supporters of the Arctic Gas
line counter that Canadian governments both fcdcrallv and
provincially stand to benefit from
dcli ... cry of natural gas from
Alaska to points in mid and
eastern Canada and thus are not
likely to in1crfere in construction
or routing of the line.
The
consortium backing the natural
gas pipe line roule mainlains that
the Canadian federal government
ha,;; thC' authority to pre-empt
na1ivC' claims to McKen..:ie Valley
lands. as well.
Further. they argue. the all
land route is much safer because
it avoids the possibility of tanker
accidents. explosions and spills
and more convenient because it
delivers the gas to the most
needy areas of the nation most
readily. They point out, the line
would pass throughout the coal
fields of the Northern Great
Plains.
When Alaskan gas
supplies arc exhausted. synthetic
ga,;; from these coal field\ could
be piped eastward in the line.
FPC approval of an all land
route pa<;sing through North
Dakota would thus be an additional commitment to utilization of the state's abundant, but
Im\ qualit_v. lignite coal as a
fossil based answer to American
fuel supply problems.

ANG considers shipping state's lignite to Detroit
Another company plans huge coal dock on Lake Superior
Michigan Consolidated
Gas
Company is considering shipping
North Dakota lignite to the
Detroit area and converting it
into low quality synthetic gas for
industrial uses.
Michigan Consolidated is a
subsidiary of American Natural
Gas Com-pany which controls 4.5
billion tons of North Dakota coal
in Mercer. Oliver and McLean
Counties.
Another ANG subsidiary. American Natural Coal
Gasifica1ion Company has been
granted a permit to use up to
17 .O(X) acre feet of water from
Lake Sakakawea behind Garrison
Dam on the Missouri River to
gasify 10.5 million tons of lignite
per year.

According to the Dec. 14
edition of the Detroit Free Press,
ANG has held "very preliminary
talks" with Detroit Edison Company which is building a $45
million coal dock at Superior.
Wisc. Edison proposes to ship
coal by rail to the Lake Superior
port. There. the coal would be
loaded on barges to be moved to
Detroit.
F.dison plans to move coal from
Decker. Montana.
The Free Press article said the
docks. which will hold almost a
quarter of a square mile of coal
slacked as high as a six story
building. should be ready for use
in 1976.
The opening of the facility will
make possible transportation of

large quantities of western coal
to the industrial heartland of the
United States. In the past this
region has depended on Appalachian coals to fill its fuel needs.
The Burlington Northern Railroad. which serves southeastern
Montana and southwestern North
Dakota will transport the coal to
Superior.
The Free Press article, by
business writer. Allan Sloan. who
has visited North Dakota, concluded that the superdock in
Wisconsin · 'will make wesiern
coal avai lable for the first time to
Michigan generating plants and
will challenge Appalachian coal's
dominance throughout the Midwest."

Committee seeks
nuclear power
guarantees

Burdick has
keyvote on
air act changes
The U. S. Senate will consider
amendments to the Clear Air Act
of 1970 when the Congressional
recess ends next week.
Sen. Quentin Burdick, North

Dakota Democrat. is considered a
kcv vote on the issue.
The Public Works Subcom·
mince of the Senate has recommended strengthening the act

A committee has begun circulating petitions aimed at initiating a nuclear power safeguards law in North Dakota. The
effort is part of a nationwide
attempt to curb the growing
nuclear power industry.
The North Dakota committee
has drafted a measure which
would require
--successful testing of emergency safety systems;

•-=-~=-=

by adding four important amendments.
Basically these
would:

I --establish mandatory penalties for failure to comply with the
act by Jan. I. 1979. Presently,
penalties are discretionary with
individual states and the Environmental Proteclion Agency.
2--climinate Class Three air
quality control regions. These
are the "dirty air" sections of
the county.
The committee

--proof of the safety of handling and storage facilities for
nuclear wastes;
--full insurance coverage to
compensate for human injury or
property damage in event of an
accident;
--annual publication of plans
for evaluation of the nuclear
facility:
--approval from the North
Dakota legislature before any
facility is built.

I

reasons that Class Two -- the

category into which the North
Dakota Health Department has
placed this state--permits large
scale growth.
3--place all national parks.
wilderness areas and wildlife
refuges over 1.000 acres in size
in mandatory Class One--or
Clean Air regions.
4--require utilities and others
whose industrial activities might
dirty the air to use the best
available technology to control
pollution.
Opponents of these amendments are expected to mount
floor fights to defeat them and
Burdick. whose name appears
early in the role caH, may
influence votes because he represents a coal producing state
whose air quality will be dependent on the outcome of the debate.

Supporters of the initiative
argue that the nuclear industry
has not proven that its facilities
can be made safe. They point to
the high risk of accident and the
possibility of sabotage at the
plants.
North Oakotans who are members of "People for Proof' are
,
Bngnte Kneg, Gary Pearson and
/' / 1
.If
Alfred McGlinsky of Jamestown,
I,,,
' / Byron Knutson and Ronald Miller of Grand Forks, Rtck Dais of
I'\ . . ~
'9 Fargo. Bnan Palecek of Bismarck
r
and R. L. Branconmer of Kensal.
••rw, .._..,..._~ ~ Those interested in the petition
drive should contact Branconnier.
Similar efforts are underway in
all states which have laws providing for citizen initiation of
laws.

~
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Sports--mixture of reality, fantasy, fun
This country, it seems, has gone sports
mad, and I must confess to being one of
the long time crazies. At this time I should
give you at least some idea of my
background in athletics. I have tried to

play everything from baseball and basketball to KiJJ Frisbee and Blood Winks.
Unfortunately for my athletic career, I
was more successful at the latter. For the
edification of the reader, perhaps a brief
explanation of these two little-known
competitions is in order.

Pity the gentle frisbee. Most often used
to enliven a Saturday afternoon picnic in
the park, its ethos is brutalized by Kill
Frisbee. This game involved two teams
positioned about 10 yards apart. The
object of the game is to whip a frisbee as
hard or as "knuckleballishly" as you can at
your opponents, hoping they will fail to
catch it. The first team with ten misses
loses.
Blood Winks can be considered a rather
active form of tiddly winks. Any number
can play, and the first player to tiddle a
wink into the cup wins. To prevent this
from happening, the players are allowed
to do anything. As a friend of mine and!
former BW player recently recalled,
"Biting was not allowed, but it was
disapproved of." As you may have
inferred, common courtesy is not rigidly
observed in this contest. It is best to
participate in this sport with either 1)
friends, or 2) people who can forgive and
forget, or 3) people smaller than you. By
the way, the Blood Winks principle may
be applied to any number of games.
Imagine--blood pick-up-sticks or blood
jacks or blood tinker toys. The mind
boggles.
Now that you have some idea of the
quality of my athletic prowess, you can 1
understand why I call myself a sports ran,
with the emphasis on the fan. I am not,
regret of my life, an accomplished athlete,
except, of course, for my fantasies. I still
try my hand at an occasional volleyball
game; and, from time to time, I can be

found bowling or playing ping-pong, pool,
tennis or golf. And I watch sports, all
kinds of sports, either in person or on
television. I do, for better or for worse,
love sports.
Sports, as a concept, does not admit to
any tidy circumscribing of its boundaries.
To some it is purely and simply an
exhilarating exercise and exhibit of what
the human body can do. Others, alarmed,
see sports as an increasingly joyless
trauma dominated by the "win or e1se
ethic.
For me, the world of sports offers a
limitless number of pictures and memo·
ries. One time I may see an eight year old
hurler standing on the mound yelling
down at the batter, "why didn't you swing
at that one, Tommy? It was right
across!" , Another time I may remember
being at a UND-NDSU football game in
Grand Forks ·· the excitement, the cold,
the fans (braced against the weather by
the contents of hip flasks and wineskins)
chanting "blood makes the grass grow!"
And there are darker memories: Munich,
the 1972 Olympics, and the horror and
dismay at the death of the Israeli athletes.
Sports is a world of special moments-Bobby Thompson's home run, Bart Starr's
sneak for a touchdown behind the blocks
of Jerry Kramer and Kenny Bowmen,
Secretariat thundering alone down the
stretch at Belmont to capture the Trj.ple
Crown, Jim Marshall's wrongway touchdown run, and my scratching on the eight
ball to Jose yet again.
Sports is a backyard baseball game and
it's a college football game played before
thousands of screaming fans; it is the
unpublicized dedication and quiet that
surrounds the cross-country runner as
well as the rather garrish hoopla of
Monday Night Football. It is figure
skating and arm wrestling -- hang gliding,
water skiing, and running the hundred
yard dash. Sport is grace and finesse,
aggression and brute strength; it's
soaring through the air, sailing across the

.,
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water, racing over the land. It is also, lest
we forget, hours of sweating and straining
and practicing -- just plain good old-fashioned hard work.
It would be nice t.o go on writing in a
generally positive vein about the world of

sports, but I must admit that I think there
are a great many negative trends rn
sports.
For example, professional sports people
have finally found out that there is a limit
to money and fan support. They have
stopped just short of breeding themsefves
out. of existence.
And there is too much emphasis on
winning as the only measure of success in
college and high school athletics. All too
often, I fear, young athletes find joy only
in winning and not, particularly, in
playing whatever sport they're in. While
this statement is obviously a gross
generalization, the incredible pressure to
produce, to win. has made it more true
than it has ever been in the past.
In high school and college sports we
tend to forget that when we talk about an
athletic event we are talking about a game
-- not a life or death situation -· but a
game. To win is better than to lose and to
do all you can, honestly and fairly, to win
is praiseworthy; but winning, at this level
of competition, should not be the only
thing. To do your best, to have fun, to
work diligently with others to achieve a
goal(if I may be excused for the string of
cliches) is most praiseworthy and should
be valued above all else.
Ultimately, I think, sports is a strange
mixture of reality and fantasy. There is
hard work, some disappointment and
some well earned satisfaction in sports.
But there are also hopes to cherish,
champions to crown and dreams to come
true. Reality is hard enough for all of us,
and I think we need more fantasy in our
lives. Sports has the capacity to gi· e us a
big chunk of fun and fantasy, and J hope
that we never let the fairy tale aspect of
sports get away from us.
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Education ...
A need for human bodies
GRAND FORKS--The University of
North Dakota's School of Medicine has a
"severe need" for human bodies, according to Dr. Dwayne Ollerich, chairman of
the school's anatomy department. Intricate and detailed--but not natural--models
don't do the job. "They just aren't good
anatomical teachers." OHerich said.
The medical school needs about 25
bodies per year. They are used for
dissection in classes in anatomy for
medical students and for study by
students in training for other health care
specialties like nursing and occupational
and physical therapy.
To rm the critical need tor bodies, the
school is seeking donors willing to cede
their bodies to the inst1tut1on. The
Uniform Anatomical Gift Act enacted by
the 1971 Legislative Assembly, allows a
person of legal age to make the donation
and relieves his kin of the burden of such a
decision under grief. If a prospective
donor dies without signing the necessary
forms--which the Medical School will
provide--his survivors may carry out his
wishes by signing a statement contribut·
ing the body to the school.
Currently UND's medical school has on
file signed pledges from about 150
persons. Ollerich said the department
needs to have 500 to 600 comrnittments for
bodies in order to be assured the ability
to meet the growing need.
According to Ollerich, the anatomy
department's policy is to pay for the
professional services of a funeral director
and the cost of transportation of the body
to the school. UNO will also bear the cost
of cremation and local burial or the return
of the ashes to relatives of the donor. If
the body must be moved a great distance.
the department sometimes asks t hat
survivors or the donor's estate bear a
portion of the expense.
Bodies bequeathed to the School are
under constant supervision and are given
the same respect they would receive in a
funeral home. "Students are well aware of
the contribution donors are making to
their education, and they're grateful,"
Ollerich said.
Information and deed forms may be had
from the Department of Anatomy,
University of North Dakota School of
Medicine, Grand Forks, N. D., 58202.

Remote Sensing Institute
The State Board of Higher Education
has approved development of an Institute
for Remote Sensing at the University of
North Dakota. The institue will be able to
collect data on the effects of various land
uses. according to Roland Mower, who
directs it.
The institute will collect and interpret
data from remote sensing equipment
mounted on space sattelites. Mower said
such equipment can monitor the spread of
water pollution. strip mining and reclamation. spot insect infestations, detect
unhealthy crops and forecast weather from
a distance of more than 500 miles above
the earth.
UND's facilities for remote sensing
interpretation are limited. but Mower said
the institution hopes to purchase additional equipment through grants and service
contracts.
According to Mower, the institue will
complement the work of others in the state
rather than duplicating them. He said a
"tremendous voict·• in the study of the
state's resources can be filled by development of such a program.

NDSU enrollment
Enrollment for the winter quarter at
North Dakota State University is 6,815
students compared to 6,592 students a
year ago. According to Burton Brandrud,
the college registrar. the largest enrollment is in Humanities and Social Sciences
which has t.397 students. Agriculture is
next with I.241 stude nts. Other colleges
registered 700 to 900 students each. The
graduate student registration was 709.
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Industrial School furlough
draws iudge's fire,
superintendent's praise

This article, by Onlooker editor
MJke Jacobs, first appeared In
the Mandan Roughrlder News
Jan. 4, 1976.
Two years ago, a man named
Reis Hall came to North Dakota
to be superintendent of the State
Industrial School at Mandan, an
institution for young people
who've run afoul of the law. Hall
instituted a program of rehabilitation aimed at what he calls
"the whole person." Through the
program, he hoped to strengthen
the school's students intellectual.
ly, emotionally and physically.
And, because many juvenile
problems are home-based, he
began working with his students'
families.
The program, a departure
from the reform school image
which the State Industrial School
has carried in the pastp raised an
occasional legislative eyebrow,
but it received very little public
attention-until a couple of
weeks ago, Christmas of 1975.
For that holiday, every student at the school was sent
home.
Ninety
eight
students--each with a S5 bill in
state funds to buy Christmas
presents-·were furloughed Dec.
21. By late Saturday, Dec. 27,
when the furlough ended, 91 of
the students--or 93 per cent--had
returned to the school voluntari·
ly. Twenty-two of them came by
bus from Fargo. A young woman
was returned to the school by
law enforcement authorities only
hours after the leave ended.
But six students have not
returned. Four are in jail in
Fargo. Two have disappeared.
That has brought Superintendent Hall and his program at the
State Industrial School a great
deal of publicity.
"Some of those kids had no
busihess returning to the community," District Court Judge
Ralph Maxwell of Fargo declared. His comments made the
front page of several North
Dakota daily newspapers.
"I don't object to a furlough
program," the judge said in an
interview with The Roughrider.
"In fact, I favor use of a system
of reward. What I do question in
the policy of granting furloughs
to everyone without any regard
to merit or risk to the community. I think that special treatment
should be earned. If there is to be
a program of holiday furloughs,
the furlough should be granted
on the basis of behavior and
attilude--not just carte blanche
for everyone."
But Maxwell reserved his
severest criticism for HaJl, "The
fitness o[ the superintendent of
the institution is open to serious
doubt," he declared. "There is a
question as to whether he has the
legal authority to take the action
he did."
Hall insisted he wanted no
public debate with the judge--but
he defended his program and his
students.
"The furlough was a fantastic
success," the superintendent
said. "No other programs in
corrections can deliver a 93
percent success rate. This is just
phenomenal."
And HaU rejected charges he
had acted irresponsibly. "It
would have been just as irresponsible to keep kids here who
would have succeeded as to send
kids out with a high probability
of failing." The superintendent
argued that no method of screen·
ing the school's students could
have guaranteed success. "No

matter what criterion or criteria
are used we would be sacrificing
many students who would have a
successful Christmas experience
for every student who would
fail." Neither length of time at
the school, criminal history, age,
stage of rehabilitation or incidence of recidivism··repeated
offenses--would have screened
out only the seven students who
failed to return voluntarily to the
school.
"By applying singly or in
combination any of the selection
criteria we would have eliminated all the failures and in the
process denied up to 53 other
students the extremely positive
experience that they had," Hall
said. To him, the question is
clear. "We could choose to allow
many students the possibility of
growing through the experience
or we could protect the state
against a relatively small risk" of
some crime being committed.
Judge Maxwell differs, however. "I don't suppose we could
put everyone in black and white
categories, but there has to be
some judgment area. There have
to be some who are in confinement for ungovernable behavior
or delinquency that would not be
eligible and who would be very
apparent bad risks to be at
liberty."
The judge, who oversees the
juvenile court program in Cass
County (which has 10 percent of
the state's population and 30
percent of the student body at
SIS, also disagreed as to the
seriousness of the furloughed
students' conduct. "Cars have
been stolen," he complained.
"There has been a high speed
chase resulting in intentional
damage to a police vehicle. There
was an arrest at gunpoint after
resistance to arrest. There have
been one or more burglaries.
There have been several apparent forgeries."
Maxwell told a Fargo newspaper, "Six young people have
been arrested. Four are in local
custody. Warrants are outstanding for two of the most incorrigible young men in this community, who are in hiding."
Hall's response to Maxwell's
criticism has been philosophical.
"Our failures are public," he said.
"Our successes are in people's
living rooms."

The Christmas furlough program, the SIS superintendent
pointed out, is the culmination of
two years of planning and six
months of "intensive parent
training and a comprehensive
series of steps for implementing
the
vacation
program ...
each student's program was
individually developed by the
staff of the School and only when
we were satisfied that an accept·
able plan had been developed did
we authorize the vacation."
Students developed programs
using staff suggested guidelines.
"Spend as much time as possible
with your family. Christmas is a
time to be spent with loved
ones," the guidelines said. "Dur·
ing your vacation we will expect
you to list a good deed for each
day you are home." Students
were told to do "something
besides doing dishes or making
the bed. It should be something
for someone else."
The program required a cur·
few. Students were to make at
least one meal a week for the
entire family. Two family outings
were planned. An appointment
with the State Youth Authority
worker assigned to each student
was required.
The program required both
students and parents to keep
journals during the furlough
period. These journals-- which
Hall made available to this
newspaper in exchange for a
promise of confidentiality to
their writers--indicate that both
students and parents appreciated the furlough--and worked
together to make it successful.
Many of the entries are mun·
dane. Some show genuine joy.
A Fargo boy, who has been at
the Industrial School twice and
through treatment programs at
the North Dakota State Hospital
at Jamestown, confided the day
the furlough began: "Well, today
was the greatest day of my life.
My pal'ents came down to get me
to go home for Christmas vacation. We filled out our programs
for home. We had a few
disagreements but we ironed
them out to an agreement pretty
good. We stopped at Jamestown.
We had a malt and my parents
had corree. We arrived home
about 5:30. I brought my clothes
to my room. I looked at the house
and thought it was very nice.
continued on page 6

Helping Is a byword at the North Dakota Industrial School,
according lo Superintendent Reis Hall. Here students help one
another prepare for a skating outing.
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The worst part of the day was
riding in the car home.
His mother wrote, "The worst
part of the day was worrying he
wouldn't follow the program.
The best part of the day was
knowing he did follow the
program and I had my whole
family home together and every
one was okay and happy." .
The next day she wrote, "I
think the worst part of the day is
always that scared feeling that
somethng will go wrong when
you want everything to be so
,11....i..> •• , nc besL p.u '- vf Lht- <lay j.)
~~, in~ Thank t;od we're ,.di
home."
And on Christmas eve, she
wrote, "This is probably the best
day and night I have had in my
life for many years. The worst
part of the day was the fireplace
backed up and the house got
pretty smoked up. The best part
was when everyone of my kids
came and put their arms around
me and kissed me and wished me
a merry Christmas and brought
tears but those were the happiest tears I've ever cried."
A young man from the northwest<'rn part of the state noted,
on Christmas eve, "I feel today
was just great. The program was
foll<Jwe11. No problems. I didri't
,•,•,••.•,•:•:•::::,;,;:::::•:•:•:::•:•
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Market report
From the North Dakota
Stale Wheat Commission.

The market price for
hard red spring in Minneapolis continues its decline with durum taking
the brunt of the faltering
market activity.
Among
the most often espoused
reason.., for the decline was
the prospect for anot her
two billion bushel wheat
crop in 1976. increased
compclilion from other exporting countries in the
export market and only
cautious demand
from
domestic mills and merchandisers.
Mo..,t difficutt to overcome as a price depressing
innucnce is the growing
rcalintion that even with
another surge of export
busines<.,, carryover stoch
arc going to be larger than
last year. perhaps even
double. This may be true
for some classes· of wheat
but docs not appear to be
true at this time for hard
red spring. Perhaps this
accounts for the fact that
hard red spring prices have
declined relatively Jess
than some other classes of
wheat. Hard red spring
carrvo\'cr i, projected to be
76 mi ll ion bushels on July
I. Il(it, t.·nmpared to 68
million bushels July I.
1975 or a 12 per cent
increase. This compares to
current hard red winter
carryover increase of 23.5
per cent. soft red winter
44 per cent, durum SO per
cent, ana white wmter at
6.6 per cent. hard spring
wheat at 14 per cent
protein. reached its season
high on Aug. 20. 1975 at
S5.02 - $5.0'l per bushel,
basis Minneapolis and its
low at year's end from
S4.0J 1/2 • S4.0J 1/2 • a
difference of just over SI
per bushel. Durum meanwhile, declined from a
range of S6.85 . S6. 90 per
bushel. basis Minneapolis
for Number One hard
amber durum on Aug. 20,
1975 to $4.15 - $4.60 per
bushel at years end, a
difference of S2. 70 for the
season.

go to church tonight like it said in
the program." The next day, he
wrote, "My relationship with my
family has gotten better. l feel
good about today." On Friday, he
said, "Today was a good day. It
went well. I got pretty bummed
out about the thought of having
to come back tomorrow, but I
have to go back." On the last day
of the furlough, he wrote in the
journal, "Today went well. My
vacation was just great. I wish it
was longer. But if it was longer
I'd probably get too used to
community life and it would be
even harder coming back. I just
hope that I get out soon--legal
ly."
The young man's father sum·
med up the furlough this way:
{Our son) was very well behaved.
He was home before curfew. He
has also done his jobs at home
without complaining. We were
very glad to have him home. We
are certainly proud of his behavior. He certainly has proved to us
that he can be trusted."
A third student, also a young
man, described doing chores on
an uncle's £arm, visiting friends,
watching his little brother play
hockey, going snowmobiling. or
the last day of the furlough, he
said, "Today is a lousy day
because I have to go back."

Another student was more
forceful. "! stayed home all day
with my family. l played pool
with my brother-in-law {I won
the gamel, had some friends
over, had a couple of beers and
some wine. Then I came back to
prison
But his parents were glad to
have him home. "It was an
answer to a prayer. We didn't
have any problems with him. He
behaved very well all week. He
was a big help around the house
and spent the biggest part of the
week right at home with us."
Many or the journals indicatuJ
t frnt students and parents had
more to talk about. "He is easier
to talk to now. He doesn't agree
with everything but at least
listens and lrys to see why I feel
the way I do about many things,"
one journal said. "We haven't
really had too much sleep this
week because we've really just
sat up half the night just about
every night and enjoyed talking
to each l)lher a!'o "' tamily,"
another parent noted.
The Roughrider News examined the journals of two dozen
students and their parents. Some
were two or three word entries.
One student and several parents
mply returned the journals

without any entries. But these
quotations are representative of
what was said in the journals.
Hall maintains that the journals testify to the success of the
program. He insists that his
telephone and the mail have both
brought support for the experi
mental program.

Hall's boss, State Institutions
Director Ed Klecker, agrees.
"I've had one negative comment
and half a dozen good comments," he said. "Judge Maxwell's is a voice in the wilderness. I don't intend to take any
action in response to his comments."
Klecker said, "If there is any
valid criticism of the program it
is that the school could have done
a better job of notifying com
munities that t hese kids were
coming home. T hat's something
we've learned by doing this."
Three things are necessary at
an institution like the Industrial
School," Klecker said. ''We must
provide food and education.
Those
programs
haven't
changed. The third thing is
rehabilitation. Superintendent
Hall brought some new ideas and
a new treatment concept to the
SIS."

Klecker said his office has not
had an opportunity to fully
eva!'uate the new programs.
including the Christmas fur lough. "It's starting to look like
we've had some benefits. We
intend to evaluate them in the
future:·
Hall calls his program, including the Christmas furloughs "a
potent helping system." We have
generated data that dramatically
attests to the potency of what we
are doing. We are using as an
index of our program's effectiveness the current ratio of returnees to releases as compared to
the identical type of ratio before
the current programs were operrational. We find that in 1975
there have been one-half the
number of returnees as there
were in 1974 or 1973."
And if it accomplished nothing
else, Hall said, the Christmas
furlough cut down the number of
run-aways from the school. Last
year in December and January,
SIS had over 40 runaways," he
said. "We've had less than half a
dozen in the last three months."
Hall looks forward to greater
success at the Industrial School,
but he refoses to commit himself
lo a furlough for Christmas,
1976. "We'll decide on that
later." he said.
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Farmers rant about prices, organize
Charles Renfrow, a North Dakota NFO official who farms in
McLean County said he believed
many farmers ·who'd pledged to
withhold grain on Tuesday had
sold on Wednesday. when the
market advanced a dime a
bushel.
And NOFU's Moore, whose
organization is affiliated with the
Grain Terminal Association, a
group of cooperatives. which is
the state's largest elevator chain,
said, "We sincerely believe that
most farmers are holding grain
already.
Something more is
needed."
Moore said his board of directors wou Id have to decide what
··more"should be done.
The
NDFU state board met late last
week and an announcement of
Farmer~ Union activity i!-. expected soon.
Farmers at Carrington indicated that one of the things that
oul!hl to .1appcn i!-. an end to the
rhiJo,nrit-:cal bickering between
the •,ratc ·s farm organizations.
1 ·~ ... 1 i. crs Union is the most
lih('ral ol them and espouses
gov<;rnmcnt intervention to gain
farmers economic advantages in
the American system.
The
American Fa:rm Bureau Federation takes the opposite approach. arguing that a free
market will ultimately bring the
farmer the best price for his
product. The NFO is the most
activist of the organizations and
espouses collective bargaining.
Holding actions were initiated by
the NFO but the organization has
been damaged by charges of
finanical insolvency and of dictatorship by its national president. Oren Lee Staley of Corning, Iowa.
Nevertheless. the NFO seized
the initiative in response to
Just's call for former meetings to
discuss the grain price decline.
By noon Wednesday--less than
24 hours after the Carrington
meeting had adjourned-- Renfrow
had talked with 36 of the group's
53 county presidents. He told a
meeting of southwestern North
Dakota NFO leaders in Mandan,
"Our program fits what farmers
at Carrington asked for. We've
got to go out and convince them
of that. ··

farm machinery to dramatize the
importance of farmers as consumers;
*a flood of phone calls to news
media to outline the grain price
situation.
These would be
coupled with a demand for more
and better new coverage;
*withholding
renewals
of
newspaper subscriptions unless
the paper gives more favorable
coverage to farm news;
*prevailing on the Greater
North Dakota Association. the
state·s chamber of commerce, to
Other suggestions made at the
"pitch in to get this story told to
Carrington meeting:
*federal legislation to protect eastern states so we can get
better
prices for everyone."
grain from adulteration;
*stop the "Gimmee. gimmee.
•a feasibility study of the
possiblilty of using a container- gimmee business" in WashingThat drives costs up.
ized freight system for export of ton .
grain directly from local eleva- according to Earl Allen of Minot.
head
of
the North Dakota Taxtors:
*centralization of cxpor:: activ- payers Union. Allen is a realtor.
*throwing aside exi'Sting farm
ity in a Congressional committee
using recommendations from the org anizations and forming a new
Statistical Reporting Service of one;
*forming a new farm organiz•
the U.S. Department or Agriculation unless the three existing
ture and the administration;
*federal action to tie the price group<.: put aside their differof a bushel of wheat to the price ences and do something for
farmers.
of steel:
*lock up farm storage bins;
*political action to pressure
*lock up the elevators;
legislators and congressmen to
*cutting back production so
take some action to protect grain
that less grain becomes availprices:
able
for sale;
*puchasing advertising in regional and national magazines
All of these solutions are
drawing consumer's attention to
the discrepancies between farm aimed at "getting more in our
prices and the price of food own pockets," said Terry De·
manufactured from grain pro- Nueser of LaMoure. He argued
that the basic problem is that
ducts;
*a month long vacation in farmers aren't getting their share
Florida for all of the state's of America·s wealth.
A final solution came from
elevator managers;
*sending a delegation of farm- Bottineau County farmer David
Larson.
who argued that farmers
ers to Washington to plead the
farmers' case with Congress and should cut back production.
"Why do we as farmers produce
the administration;
*a check off or producer tax on everything we can and complain
about the price we get? We plO\\
each bushel of grain sold to
up every acre and produce until
finance an advertising campaign.
we
can't get a price." Larson
The
Wheat Commission is
said American farmers shouldn't
currently funded in this way:
be expected to ruin their land so
*hiring a full time lobbyist to
that the world can eat. "When
work in Washington;
the land is gone, we have
*cooperation between farmers
nothing," he said. A cut back in
and laborers rather than the
equipment size and the use of
considerable antagonism that
currentlv exists between them. fcrtilizerwould reduce farm input
costs--and probably production,
This \\:ould be accomplished
but it would tend to equalize the
through a program of education.
cost and production and the price
*a program to stop buying
of
the product.
manufactured good!!>. including
Under the NFO program, farmers pledge to sell their production to the NFO's program.
NFO's grain department markets
it
in
larger
amounts--and
theoretically at more favorable
prices than the individual farmer
can.
According to Rengrow,
farmer\ could dictate commodity
prices if 30 per cent of the
nation's production were pledged
to a joint marketing program.

Carrington's dads were amazed to find their armory completely fu ll. They had set up only
200 chairs and provided no
dignitary to welcome the crowd.
The mayor of the "Central City"
which boasts that 80 per cent of
North Dakota's population is
within two hours of its center.
was sick in bed. The chamber of
commerce president couldn't be
found. Finally. the city·s bicentennial committee chairman. Mel
Zahn, who manages the. Farmers
Union Oil Comapny, came forward to extend a welcome to
"the largest crowd we've ever
had in this building.'" When the
meeting ended at 6 p.m., the
r it\''s chamber
of commerce
v, l~isked Commissioner Just off
to a supper on the town.
C'ommissiner Just was equally
surprised. Though he and his
staff had done some preliminary
work to bolster numbers at the
meeting. none of them expected
more than 600 people. No other
public official among the group
now holding office in Bismarck
ha\ drawn ,;o large a crowd.
The si,c of the crowd bobtered
Jus1·s image immeasurable. The
33 year old Just. who farms near
Berlin had gained a reputation as
a bungler. One farm organization representative told me as
the meeting began. " I came to
sec Just blow it.··
But Just didn't. He gave a
half hour speech which peaked
just as the crowd grew restless.
He managed the crowd well--no
one took much more than the five
minutes allotted for presentations. When the crowd wanted to
shout its approval. or a suggestion, Just allowed it. When a
long winded speaker proved he
had nothing to say, Just stopped
him.
Thecommissionerappointed to
his job by Gov. Link after the
elected commissionner Arne
Dahl died in office. has been
debating whether to stand for
election. The Carrington meeting almost certainly convinced
him that he should. And it may
have frightened off some of his
opponents.
The Republican
party. which thirsts for the
agriculture commissionership··
largely bec1:Cuse gaining it would
give them control fo the State
Industrial Commission which
governs the Mill and Elevator
and the State Bank--has expected
to ea,;il\' defeat Just. That no
longer Seems quite so likely.
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Prophecy is hazardous

Politics: The tea leaves haven't settled
The leaves have not settled in
North Dakota' s political tea, so
reading them is hazardous. In
the Dl'mocratic Party, the ~ituation i.s confused; in the Rcpubli
can, II appears chaotic.

Republican chaos
State Rep. Art Bunker of
Fargo brought momentary clarity
to the Republican gubernatorial
race b)' announcing that he'd run

for re-election to the state House
of Representatives. of which he
was once speaker.

Robert Reimers. the current
speaker. brought clairty of another sort when he announced he

was against ··environmental purism or any other ism"' and
declared that North Dakota will
have to j"icld to large scale
energy development because she
needs fuel for her agriculture.
At the same time, Reimers said
he's against higher government
spending and for lower taxes.
Reimers i$ the only announced
candidate for the Republican
nomination and his campaign has
begun.
In addition to hb
condemnation of isms. the Mel\·ille farmer and seedsman, who
is a millionaire, has announced
he'll host the press on Thursday
(Jan. 15) and that he's been
seeking support among local
party chairmen.
In a year like this one, he
reasons. a winner has got to start
running before the pack gets past
the gate.

At least eight ocher Republicans arc rumored to be interested in the job. however, and
one with a well organized cam·
paign might take the prize. Ray
David. a Dickinson insurance
man who managed
Milton
Young's succes~ful re-election
campaign in 1974 has indicated
interest in the job. West River
Republicans have been boosting
William Kelsch. a Mandan at·
torncy and former state legislator. Kelsch. a moderate, is
widely respected and might attract support in North Dakota'c;
coal counties.
Other possiblitics:
Public
Service Commi$sioncr Richard
Elkin. State Auditor Robert Peterson. State Senator Theron
Strinden of Litchville. his brother
Earl of Grand Forks, who is
majority leader of the House of
Representatives.
State
Sen.
Chuck Goodman of Grand Forks
and State Sen. Evan Lips and
Rep. Myron Atkinson. both of
Bismarck. Both feel their legislative incumbency threatened by
a court-ordered reapportionment
plan which divides Bismarck into
three ligislative districts.It has
been only one in the past.

candidate yet. They may not,
though they've threatened to.
A third party effort like that
mounted by James Jungroth
agaim,t Milton Young and Wil
liam Gu, in the 1974 U. S.
Senate r~cc would likely become
Democrat's confusion a spoiler campaign, resulting in
a Republican victory.
Coal
won't
On the Democratic side, the conservatives probably
gubernatorial candidate will al- choose that route if it would
res.ult in the election of Melland
most certainly be incumbent
Link is clearly
Arthur A. Link--but he could face or Reimers.
some stiff opposition from dis-· preferable on environmental isenchanted laboritcs and envi- sues.
The spoilers undoubtedly have
ronmentalists.
labor's candidate has already the advantage in the campaign.
announced. He is Sylvan Hubrig They need not make any public
of Minot. the state Teamster's move until after the party conUnion boss. Hubrig promises a ventions in July and August. By
vigorous campaign but is not that time. the leaves in the
like to attract much support political tea pot will need stirring
bevond · the 7,000 member again.
Political speculation hasn't
Tc;mster's Union.
Even the
AFL-CIO--of which the Teamsters traveled down the column of
group is not a member--seems to state officials. Only the agriculregard the Minoter as a mav- ture commissionership has aterick.
Though he may not tracted interest. That's because
damage Link. he will make the Republicans have regarded incumbent Myron Just, a farmer
campaign interesting.
Environmentalists and others from Berlin as beatable. Just
dis~atisfied with Link's indecisive has never stood for election on a
performance on coal develop- state wide ballot. Republicans
ment issues, haven't fielded a would like to gain control of the
job because the agriculture commissioner sits on the Industrial
Commission. which regulates the
Bank of North Dakota--which
conservatives would
like
to
gut--and the state mill and
elevator. The agriculture commissioner is also a member of the
Emergency Commission, which
makes appropriations to departments who have exhausted their
working budgets between legislative sessions and the State
Water Consrvation Commission
which must decide on applications for water permits for
irrigation and industry. These
commission memberships make
the agriculture job among the
most desisreable in state government--and the GOP would like
to regain it.
Two Republicans had been
mentioned tor the position. State
Sen. H. Kent Jones, who gained
the party endorsement in 1972
but lost to incument Arne Dahl
whose death brought Just to the
office by gubernatorial appointArthur A. Link ment--would like the job. Jack

These are the men to beat

Olson's dilemma
While Reimers and Bunker
were clairifying things. Attorney
General Allen I. Olson was
stirring them up again. He said
he hasn't ruled out himself out of
a race for the governorship. This
decision may be crucial for
Olson. a liberal who is disturbed
at the rightward tack of the state
GOP. Olson thirsts not for the
governorship but for a seat in the
U. S. Senaie and a very conservative party is not likely to
nominate him when Milton
Young's seat becomes vacant in
1980. Olson, and most political
observers. regard a race against
Quentin Burdick. who must stand
for election this year as suicidal.
Party leaders deny looking for a
sacrifice. but they'll accept one
when the time comes.
At the same time, Olson
realizes that he is likely the only
Republican leader with stature
enough to reverse the drift of his
party--a move which may be
essential to his political ambitions. Thus. the road to Washington may lead through the
governor' s mansion rather than
the attorney general's office.
Olson. who has a close working
relationship with Democratic
Gov. Art Link- -who is almost
certainlv a candidate for re-election--wOuld have preferred the
second route.
State Sen. Robert Melland.
who chairs the Legislative Council hasn't made up his mind yet.
He's been stumping the state
testing the waters. Melland is
articulate, handsome,
and
flashy--attributes that no recent
Republican candidate for governor could boast. He is also a
director of Otter Tail Power
Company. an affiliation which
could prove fatal in a state which
is growing more conscious of the
sacrifice which the uitility expects or it.
The betting is that Melland
will announce for the governorship in any casc--and that he will
be very tough to beat at a
convention.

State Sen. David Nething. who
suffered a second heart attack
just before Christmas. is probably out of the running. Early
s.pccu\ation had made him a
candidate.

Quentin Burdick

Dahl a former president of the
N9rth Dakota Stodmen's Ass.ociation b also said to be
interested. Dahl's chief advantage i~ his. name. Men named
Dahl held the agriculture post
from the carlv Thirties until
1973. Dahl i~ well known is
livestock circles in the state, as
well , Like Ju\t and Jones. he is
an articulate and
attractive
candidate.
Either or both Republicans
may have ,;ought the job--but
Jusfs spectacularly .!tuccessful
farm protest meeting in Carrington Jan. 6 may have discouraged them. Farmers indicated
thcy·re ready for an activist
commissioner of
agriculture.
That's what Just is trying to be.
The rumor mill has been silent
about the other state
offices.
Usually. the Democrats award
these to any one interested at
their convention. The procedure
at the Republican convention is
to nominate incumbents.
Onlv the race for the U. S
Senate has attracted interest.
Quentin Burdick. a Democrat.
will almost certainly be a candidate for re-election.
He is
probably unbeatable. Nevertheless. Robert Hartl, a Rugby
attorney, has indicated he'd like
to try. · Hartl served one term in
the State House of Representatives and was defeated in a
re-election bid.
He may be
seeking exposure more than he
seeks office.
Other Republicans mentioned
for the job are Rep. James
Peterson of Minot. known as Mr.
State Fair, and Earl Strinden of
Grand Forks. the majority leader.
Peterson
has joined Reimers'
campaign team. Also mcntiol:·d
is Geridee Wheeler of Bismarck.
the Republican National Committeewoman.
Mark Andrews, North Dakota's sole congressman, is also
regarded as nearly unbeatable.
William L. Guy, the former
governor and one time Senate
candidate is expected to return
from his job as executive director
of the Western Governor's Energy Policy Office to try for the
post. A defeat could end his
political career.

One Time Harvest
Reflections on coal and our future
ONE TIME HARVEST sells for

by Mike Jacobs

S5. 95. Please add 50 cents per
book for postage and handling.
North Dakota residents must pay
sales tax of four per cent.

We

will extend credit--but we must
add a 30 cent charge for billing.
ONLOOKER subscribers arc entitled to a one time only discount
of SI on their total order.

January's first weeks have
been a time of escalating farmer
discontent with falling grain
prices.
The agriculturalists'
unhappiness has been expressed
in meetings held across the state
and in repeated calls for grain
holding actions to force prices
up.
Farmers first called for a
holding action at Carrington
Tuesday, Jan. 6. The call was
repeated at meetings held later
in the week at Mandan, Breckenridge, Minn., and again in
Carrington.

Farmers
rant
about
grain
prices,

The first Carrington meeting
was by far the largest--and it
accomplished at least half a
dozen things:
*it drew a whole lot of people,
thus surprising Carrington's city
fathers;
*it gave farmers a chance to
rant about declining grain prices
and what causes them as well;
•a chance to outline some
solutions;
*it gave notice to North Dakota's fueding farm organizations
that philosophical bickering does
not serve the interests of farmers
and won't strengthen farm
groups;
*from it came the beginning,
at least, of a mass action to
withhold grain from market;
*finally, it boosted the political
credibility of state Agriculture
Commissioner Myron Just , who
called the meeting.
An estimated 2.500 people
crowded Carrington's armory to
hear Just say that farm prices are
in the hands of farmers.
"Farmers must take hold of this
problem themselves." Just said.

farmers will ask that their colleagues stop selling and elevators stop buying grain until the
price of a bushel of wheat
reaches at least SS. A bushel of
hard red spring wheat was about
S4.25 a bushel at Bismarck, a
bushel of durum $3.65.
Just's office mailed letters to
presidents of county affiliates of
the three farm groups--the National Farmers Organization, the
North Dakota Farmers Union and
the Farm Bureau Federation--Jan
9. The letters suggested holding
meetings during the next two
weeks. In some counties, farmers volunteered to contact their
neighbors to encourage them to
come to the meetings
At these meetings. farmers
will elect representatives to attend a second meeting in Jamestown Jan. 27, a Tuesday. Specific
actions geared to boosting the
price of grain will be discussed at
the meeting. The meeting for
farmer-elected
representatives
will be preceeded by a general
meeting, open to everyone interested. That will begin at I :30
p.m. Monday, Jan. 26.
Both
meetings will be held in the
Jamestown Civic Center.
The philosophy of grain holding action is simple. "It's an
application of the law of supply
and demand." one farmer explained. " If there is no wheat
being sold, the price has to go
up. "
The grain holding action,
though it seemed popular with
farmers at Carrington. Mandan
and Breckenridge, has drawn
some criticism.
U. S. Congressman Mark Andrews. R-N.D .. told a sunflower
producers meeting at Fargo.
"Farmers are smart enough to
gain control of their markets.

year to the next. If our wheat is
not available, customer countries
could buy from other sources, as
was experienced recently when
Russia substituted purchases
during the embargo period."
Said Weckerly, who farms in
Wells County, "Once this business is gone, we can't get it back
at any price." He warned, "If
only North Dakota producers
hold their grain, the slack could
be taken up by other classes of
wheat."
The wheat commission has
"always encouraged orderly
marketing."
Weckerly said.
"Each farmer should look at his
own situation. Not every farmer
can hold his grain and likewise,
not every farmer would prefer to
sell even with higher prices.
Sales should be made when a
profit can be realized and when it
is to the farmer's advantage. "
Weckerly blamed government
interference in the free market
system for the slide in grain
prices. '· Farmers and government must decide whether they
want a free or a controlled
market.
A mixture of the two,
which is currently the case, just
doesn ' t work. The government
interference. which is nothing
less than export control, has
taken uncertainty and speculation out of the market, aspects
which the market needs to
maintain its function as a pricemaking mechanism.··
Stanley M. Moore, president
of the North Dakota Farmers
Union. said he is concerned that
the government is being unfairly
blamed for the farmers' price
troubles. "Farmers must have a
working partnership with their
government." he said in an
interview. The NDFU is exploring ways to increase farm influence and to weaken the hold of
the so-called grain trust on the
markc1 .
The government and the grain
trust took most of the blame for
falling prices at the Carrington
meeting.
Commissioner Just
intoned. "The farmer has always
gonen the lowest price that some
outside interest has thought he
would put up with. This system
ha'i worked well for nearl v JOO
years and it is still working: The
grain trade has cheated farmers
of a fair price.··

Market repo rt
on page 6

continued to contaminate our
grain and ship an inferior product. " To rectify the situation,
he recommended that the state of
North Dakota begin marketing
grain through the state-owned
mill and elevator. Local elevators would sell grain to the mill
and thus "We would be exporting directly from our local elevators." Jacobs said.
Terry DeNeuser of LaMoure
argued that farmers ought to
"control the price of grain at the
farm gate" and Joe Maixner of
New England maintained that
farmers shouldn't move any
grain. "I'm tired of meetings, "
he said.
" I'd like to see
something done. You want a
date? How about Feb. 1? You
want a price? How about SS a
bushel? Let's do it just like
that."
Although a vast majority of
farmers at the Carrington mee ting stood to indicate they supported Maixner's suggestion,
agriculture offici~Js w~~~ withholding judgement on how effective a farmer market boycott
would be.
"Farmers a ren 't easily organi,1;ed." Just. himself a li\lCStock
and grain producer from LaMoure Countv said. "But I think
we have the power to do
something.
Lack of marketing
continued on page (,

organize
Farmer!> insisted that g rain
trading companic'S ha\le falsified
inspection reports, wrongly reported receipts and altered protein analysis in order to keep
prices low.
Several elevator
operatcrs reported that wheat
had left their elevators graded at
10 per cent protein and been
r<.:portcd back at 14 to 15 per
cent. In wheat. higher protein
brings a price advantage.
In

Commissioner of Agriculture Myron Just and four of 2,500
farmers who attended a farm prices meeting at Carrington.

by Mike Jacobs

··we can't depend on the government or politician~ anvmore.
I'm not here because I h;ve any
answers, but I think that you as
sophisticated businessmen do.''
Four hours later. as the meeting ended, farmers agreed that a
grain holding action offcr'S them
rhc best means of'protcsting the
depressed market whith has
plummeted more than S2.SO per
hu~hd for durum and almm,t
more than $1.00 per bushel for
hard red spring wheat in four
monrhs.
Farmers agreed to hold meetings in each county to bring.
tr-gL'• her leaders of the state· s
three farm organi,..itions and
managers and board<., 1f directors
of farmer owned clc, ,t1ors. The

Thc:y should band together to sell
fir.:;t. rather than la!>t." Andrews
told a Bi..,marck llC\\.. S i;onfcrcncc
1hat he believes a holding action
may damage the wheat market
by destroying foreign buyers'
confidence in thi~ countrv's ability to deliver on grain co;1tracts.

Norman Wecker!\'. chairman of
the North Dakt11a · State Wheat
Commi.ssion cch0t.·d Andrew'>'
,;cntimcnt<;. ":\lthnu.l!h a holJ~
ing action would likely result in
<.,omc -short term gain-;, the 1011g
term effects of thi.., l'ou ld be
nq,?ati\"l', .. he said. "Countric-;
which compdc with the U.S. for
cxpnn bll',incs'> h.1\'e wh1.:at to
,;;:cJl. They seldom -;INC from one

for

mass

holding
barley. however, higher protein
depresses the price and elevator
opcratcrs and farmers said barley graded at I J per cent protein,
which is malting grade, had been
rcpurted ba'ck at l 5 to 16 per cent
protein, which is too high for the
hrewing bu-;iness. That barley is
then sold for fced--at a lower
price.
Walter Jacobs. representing a
group of New England area
farmers. argued that "the li<.·enscd export companic,; have

action

